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Intro:

What are you doing the rest of your life?

North and South and East and West of your life

I have only one re-quest of your life: That you spend it all with me

All the seasons and the times of your days

All the nickels and the dimes of your days

Let the reasons and the rhymes of your days all begin and end with me

I want to see your face in every kind of light

In fields of dawn and forests of the night
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And when you stand before the candles on a cake

Oh, let me be the one to hear the silent wish you make

Those to-morrows waiting deep in your eyes

In the world of love you keep in your eyes

I'll awaken what's a-sleep in your eyes, it may take a kiss or two

Through all of my life, Summer, Winter, Spring, and Fall of my life

All I ever will re-call of my life, is all of my life with you........with you
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Intro:  | F#m  F#mA7  F#m7 |

C#7+     F#m     C#+   F#m7
What are you doing the rest of your life?

F#m6     DMA7     DMA9   DMA7
North and South and East and West of your life

Bm7     Bm9     Bm7         G#m7b5
I have only one re-quest of your life: That you spend it all with me

C#7+     F#m     C#+   F#m7
All the seasons and the times of your days

F#m6     DMA7     DMA9   DMA7
All the nickels and the dimes of your days

Bm7     Bm9     Bm7         GbMA7   Gb6
Let the reasons and the rhymes of your days all begin and end with me

Abm7b5     Db7     GbMA7   Gb6
I want to see your face in every kind of light

Abm7b5     Db7     GbMA7   Gb6
In fields of dawn and forests of the night

Fm11     Bb7     EbMA7
And when you stand before the candles on a cake

Em11     A7     DMA7
Oh, let me be the one to hear the silent wish you make

C#7+     F#m     C#+   F#m7
Those to-morrows waiting deep in your eyes

F#m6     DMA7     DMA9   DMA7
In the world of love you keep in your eyes

Bm7     Bm9     Bm7         G#m7   C#7
I'll awaken what's a-sleep in your eyes, it may take a kiss or two

C#7+     D6     G#m7b5     C#7     DMA7     D7b5
Through all of my life, Summer, Winter, Spring, and Fall of my life

F#m     G#m7b5     C#7+   F#m     C#7+   F#m     C#7+   F#m9
All I ever will re-call of my life, is all of my life with you..... with you